
What do you believe?



The future: between algorithms and androrithms



Forgetting ourselves 
Judgement Erosion 

Automation Bias 
Abdication   



The future is no longer just an extension of the present

1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128 256…



“In dealing with 
the future, it is far 
more important to 

be imaginative 
than to be right”  

– Alvin Toffler, Future Shock 



It is the framework that changes with every new technology, not just the picture (Mc Luhan)



If you don’t like 
change, try 
irrelevance



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is certain to be detrimental 

Now 
1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is becoming a huge risk

Now 
1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128



Everything is being connected …



What should (not) be automated?



New roles - new opportunities - new challenges 



“As the world becomes more digital, it will be our humanity 
that differentiates us and wins with customers"  

Doug Mc Millon CEO, Walmart  via brandchannel.com



Data is the new oil!





The waves of transformation



2021: ’Sustainable’ is the new ‘profitable’



Embrace technology but don’t become it



Invest in both: embrace technology and in building unique human values

Algorithms                         Androrithms



Entering the era of intelligent machines



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts  
represent huge opportunities  
but will also allow new players 
to disrupt incumbents ‘gradually 
then suddenly’



Datafication & 
Cognification

Automation Virtualization

Augmentation Robotization



Efficiency 



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



Years not decades



Technology is exponential, but humans remain linear



Machines don’t think like humans think



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar  Pichai CEO Google





A huge pr(e)omise:
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence



IA 
(Intelligent Assistance) 

AI 
(Artificial Intelligence)



ASI 
(Artificial Super Intelligence)

AGI 
(Artificial General Intelligence)



Intelligent Assistance (IA): the immediate low-hanging fruit for your business, today!



A certainty



Voice Control, NUIs, AR/VR: speaking to machines 
like to our friends?

Pillo VIDEO





Significant change of economic logic: ETA 15 years

‘Sustainable’ is becoming the new ‘profitable’



Pie in the sky or… definitive future?



The coming datafication and digitization, automation, cognification, 
virtualization and robotisation of professional services is inevitable



The end of routine - a new ‘useless class’?



Efficiency is not the final goal: human purpose is!







Magic                   Manic                 Toxic





Team Robot and / or Team Human?



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Ethics  
Stewardship 
Responsibility 
Hyper-Collaboration 



Adopt hybrid thinking: what is, today, and what might be, tomorrow 



Embrace technology but don’t become it



“In dealing with the future, it is far more 
important to be imaginative than to be right”  

– Alvin Toffler, Future Shock 


